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Abstract—Mobile robot systems usually are designed, built, and programmed for dedicated use cases. Consequently, especially for unmanned aerial vehicles diverse applications result in very heterogeneously designed robots. To overcome this need for specialization, we propose to dynamically adapt the robots’ capabilities at run-time. This is done by connecting and disconnecting hardware modules providing those capabilities, i.e., re-allocating resources within the robot ensemble. Thereby, no longer individualized robots have to be designed for different tasks. Instead, the system is enabled to adapt its hardware configuration to changing requirements. For calculating necessary adaptations, i.e., solving the resource allocation problem, we propose a heuristic, market-based approach that exploits the possibility to decompose the resource allocation problem and distributively finds a solution. We show that our approach outperforms a centralized one especially when increasing the problem size in terms of agents, tasks, and relevant capabilities while providing the same quality.

Index Terms—multi-agent, multi-robot, resource allocation, self-awareness, self-configuration

I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile robots and according multi-robot applications have finally made their way from research to industry and public. Current developments indicate their usefulness in versatile forms of applications which offer the potential to improve human life in a multitude of different areas. From applications simply dedicated to public amusement during mass events (e.g., at the Olympic Winter Games 2018 in Pyeongchang, or CES 2018 in Las Vegas) over intensified use for supporting different research areas (e.g., environmental research [1]–[4]) up to mission critical tasks like supporting rescue forces in dangerous environments [5]–[8]. Especially systems including unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) experience an upswing. While offering a huge set of heterogeneous robot capabilities for this wide range of use cases, each application for itself relies on specifically constructed robots tailored to their dedicated tasks. Robots used for meteorologic research, e.g., rely on accurate sensing capabilities with specialized sensor combinations [1], whereas search and rescue robots require accurate visual imaging [9] and manipulating capabilities of different kinds [10]. Due to that need for specialization, every time an existing application is modified or a new use case is found where mobile robots may help with, new robots offering the particular capabilities have to be designed, constructed, programmed, and deployed. The approach proposed in our previous work [8], [11] aims at overcoming this limitation. By separating capabilities from robots, we introduce a new degree of flexibility for adapting to changing task requirements or even application requirements. We already support this approach with a modular reference software architecture and according algorithms that are able to exploit the resulting freedom in capability re-allocation [8]. Our study in this paper focuses on enabling the key feature for this approach, i.e., a mechanism for re-allocating capabilities to robots. Therefore, we propose a solution to solve the problem of resource allocation, where resources are hardware modules that deliver certain capabilities and resource holders are robots that thereby are equipped with these capabilities, making the robots applicable in versatile tasks and applications. We develop a non-specialized approach that can be deployed in various case studies. To evaluate our work we embed it in the case study of chemical accidents, where an ensemble of robots is used to autonomously support fire fighters in handling such a situation. Unfortunately, such accidents are not rare as current incidents at Arkema Texas (2017) or at BASF Germany (2016) show. Such scenarios are characterized by a high variety in required capabilities needed to execute different tasks of relevance in a certain order that can be classified as ScORe missions [12]. Fig. 1 depicts how an ensemble of robots executes such a ScORe mission after an accident. First, the robots employ a universal gas sensor (ALL) to Search (S) for the initially unknown relevant parameter, i.e., the gas with the highest risk potential. Then, the ensemble has to continuously Observe (O) how the identified gas (e.g., gas X in Fig. 1) disseminates in order to assess its potential harm. To track X

Fig. 1. Simplified example of how an ensemble consisting of reconfigurable robots can execute a ScORe mission, here, a gas accident. The legend (top part) shows available components (robots, sensors, and actuators). The bottom part shows changes in the system’s configuration (i.e., component combinations) in the course of the mission. R1, R2, R3 indicate situations where a resource re-allocation may happen within the ensemble.
a capability for high precision measuring and a capability to measure weather data (WE) for dissemination predictions is needed. Besides, the ensemble should still be on the lookout for other potentially harmful gases which again requires the universal gas sensor capabilities. Additionally, the robots need to observe the concentration of X along critical infrastructure and identify endangered people with cameras (CA). Finally, we expect appropriate Reactions (Re), e.g., the ensemble supports the evacuation of threatened inhabited areas. In Re, one task still needs the capabilities from cO and another task requires the capability to inform endangered persons with loudspeakers (SP). For an ensemble of size 10, a possible task assignment is shown in Fig. 1, where resource re-allocations happen at $R_1$, $R_2$, and $R_3$. A conventional, non-reconfigurable system (with fixed hardware configurations) would lead to a much larger ensemble to achieve the same task coverage ($|\{(\text{ALL})\}| + 3\cdot|\{(\text{X, WE})\}| + 5\cdot|\{(\text{X, CA})\}| + 6\cdot|\{(\text{X, SP})\}| = 24$ devices instead of 10). To identify the hardware needed for providing certain capabilities, agents are able to query a common knowledge data base defining the relation between hardware types and capabilities. Given, e.g., the hardware modules X and WE, the agent gains the capability of measuring gas X, estimating wind (from WE), and the combined capability estimate gas cloud distribution (that uses both X and WE to predict the future gas dissemination). In this study, we neglect the quality of hardware modules (e.g., measuring frequency of a sensor) and only focus on its type. Nevertheless, in all following definitions and algorithms hardware module quality can be easily considered. We also assume hardware modules that can be plugged in each other infinitely (e.g., as daisy chain [13]). To achieve the ability to actually reconfigure our robots online, i.e., to enable online adaptivity, modularity, and other necessary self-organization abilities, we designed a single robot of our ensemble as a Jadex Active Components Platform [14]. By representing capabilities as such active components, we are able to design them as modular and dynamically loadable software artifacts, each encapsulating all knowledge necessary for their execution. At the same time, this design provides the possibility to dynamically equip robots with new capabilities at run-time and makes our robots self-aware concerning their current capabilities. To provide a solution to solve the problem of resource allocation, this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we describe the problem to be solved. Subsequently, we propose our algorithmic approach to solve the problem in Section III. We then present our results in Section IV, investigate related work in Section V and wrap up our work in Section VI, giving also some suggestions on further research.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Regarding the application environment motivated in Section I, the paramount problem that needs to be solved thus is an instance of the task allocation problem [15]. Usually, tasks in our multi-robot system setting have to be solved by multiple agents. In the scope of this paper, we consider ScOrE missions where robots can be assigned to at most one task at a time. By using appropriate decomposition techniques (e.g., hierarchical task networks [16]), complex tasks that require multiple agents to be solved can be decomposed into multiple primitive tasks, which can then be handled by a single agent. With regard to the taxonomy introduced by [17] for classifying multi-robot task allocation problems (MRTA), can be mapped to a multi-robot single-task allocation problem where tasks are instantly assigned (ST-SR-IA). For being able to solve the aforementioned complex tasks, each of the decomposed primitive tasks has to be allocated to an agent capable of handling it, i.e., an agent providing all capabilities that are required for solving the primitive task. The group of these agents forms the coalition that in a coordinated manner is then able to solve the complex task, as supposed by [15]. Obviously, this mechanism relies on having enough agents providing the required capabilities. As a consequence, the task allocation fails if such a coalition can not be found resulting in having the task unsolvable at least for the current state of the system. Instead of adding more appropriately configured agents to the system (a typical solution how recent other approaches try to handle such situations, cf. [18]–[20]), our approach allows for reconfiguring the agents that are already participating in the system in terms of their provided capabilities. Thereby, the task allocation problem gets augmented by a multi-agent resource allocation problem (MARA) [21]. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, if no coalition can be found for a complex task, the system is enabled to reallocate resources (i.e., hardware modules) to new resource holders (i.e., the agents). By their very nature, resources in our MARA are discrete, indivisible, not sharable, static, and multi-unit (classified according to [21]). By considering the decomposed tasks’ required capabilities as requirement for the resource allocation problem, a consistent system configuration has to be found to successfully finish a re-started task allocation and subsequently execute the complex task. Separating task and resource allocation in two problems reduces complexity. It eases finding task allocations when the system is already configured appropriately (this is the common case). Further this approach reduces the problem size in critical situations where time spend on reconfiguration is needed to be minimal. With this combined approach, a valid task assignment can be found in every case where the user defined task for the ensemble is feasible in any configuration of the system, i.e., there is at least any coalition with any agent configuration that is able to solve the task. If the reconfiguration fails, e.g., when hardware modules break down, an error handling can be initiated (not in the scope of this paper). We previously stated, that as side effect, this approach further facilitates the act of
planning for the robot ensemble as planning no longer has to take into account heterogeneous agents but is able to plan for homogeneous agents [11]. Additionally, the overall need for hardware (robots and sensors/actuators) is reduced if actually implemented in real-world, which we aim to.

A. The Resource Allocation Problem

The resulting resource allocation problem (RAP) is formulated as a constraint satisfaction and optimization problem (CSOP) [22, Ch. 10] that minimizes the required amount of reconfigurations \( r_a \) concerning hardware modules, aggregated over all participating agents \( a \in A \). This minimization problem is subject to multiple constraints regarding participating agents as well as relevant tasks \( t \), that define the requirements of the resource allocation problem. More precisely, these requirements are defined by the set of capabilities \( C_t \) that are required by the task \( t \). Because this allocation is still subject to the ST-SR, we define it by an injective function \( f : T \rightarrow A \) (task-covering-constraint, cf. (3)) that maps a unique agent \( a \in A \) to every task \( t \in T \).

\[
\forall t \in T \exists ! a 
\]

while calculating a partial solution. The resulting solution aggregation. Resulting from the definition of the task allocation problem as ST-SR (cf. Section II-A), the problem size of the RAP is in \( O(|A|^H |T|^A) \). In other words, for every possible resource allocation \((|A|^H \land |T|^A)\) we need to validate that a task allocation is possible \((|T|^A) \) combinations [17]).

B. Decomposing the Resource Allocation Problem

When analyzing the complexity of the CSOP in Section II-A, it is obvious that its computability is only given for small sizes of \( H \), \( A \), and \( T \). As for every agent there has to be decided which of the available hardware modules should be allocated to allow a valid task allocation, the number of solutions of the RAP is in \( O(|A|^H |T|^A) \). In other words, for every possible resource allocation \((|A|^H \land |T|^A)\) we need to validate that a task allocation is possible \((|T|^A) \) combinations [17]).1 To come by this complexity, we propose to decompose the RAP, generate partial solutions, and aggregate them to achieve a solution approximately similar to the central solution concerning the optimization criteria, i.e., minimizing hardware reconfigurations (this heuristic already proved to be very efficient for resource allocation in the domain of virtual power plants studied earlier [12]). Due to the global component of the RAP (cf. (2)) we prefer this contract net inspired solution [23] over specifying our problem as distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) [24].

Thereby we exploit a problem-specific decomposition and avoid messaging overhead. The decomposition can be achieved by dividing the calculation of \( H^\text{post} \) for all \( a \in A \) into partial problems concerning only a single agent \( a \in A \). Each of the resulting \(|A| \) partial problems are individualized for each agent, thus, instead of regarding all other agents when minimizing the amount of hardware reconfigurations like it is done in the centralized CSOP (cf. Section II-A), each agent \( a \) only regards its own configuration, e.g., minimizes \( r_a \) and not \( \sum_{a \in A} r_a \). Consequently, (2) is neglected here but respected in the following solution aggregation. Resulting from the definition of the task allocation problem as ST-SR (cf. Section II-A), the problem size of the RAP is further reduced in terms of the tasks that are regarded while calculating a partial solution. More precisely, for solving one partial problem only one task \( \tau \in T \) has to be regarded at a time. To cover all tasks of the original problem, the partial problem has to be solved for

\[ \Delta \Delta B := (A \setminus B) \cup (B \setminus A) \]

where \( A \) is the set of all agents, \( T \) the set of all relevant tasks, \( H \) the set of all hardware modules, \( C \) the set of all capabilities, \( H^\text{pre} \) is the set of hardware allocated to agent \( a \in A \) previously to an resource re-allocation. In (4) we use the symmetric difference \( \Delta \Delta B := (A \setminus B) \cup (B \setminus A) \) to identify this set of changed hardware.

1 Considering the worst case \(|T| = |A|\), the problem is in \( O(|A|^{H+A}) \).
every task (i.e., $|T|$ times) by each agent $\alpha$ consequently (cf. Fig. 3). In the tradition of auction mechanisms, which are the most common market-based approaches [19], we call a solution to one partial problem proposal, i.e., the solution for the partial problem concerning agent $\alpha$ and task $\tau$ is named $H^{\text{pre}}_{\alpha \tau}(\tau)$. This partial RAP again is encapsulated in a CSOP.

For generating a valid proposal, the calculated partial solution $H^{\text{pre}}_{\alpha \tau}(\tau)$ has to assert that the proposed resource allocation results in all relevant capabilities needed for the defined task $\tau$ (capability-constraint, cf. (5)), when queried within the database base while respecting $\alpha$'s payload-constraint (6). With that, the complexity of solving a decomposed partial problem is in $O(2^{|H|})$, respectively $O(|T| \cdot 2^{|H|})$ for all tasks. The definition of this partial CSOP is as follows (bottom of Fig. 3):

$$\min \quad r_{\alpha}$$
$$\text{s. t.} \quad C_{\alpha} \subseteq C_{O}, \quad (5)$$
$$\quad p(\alpha) \geq \sum_{h_{\alpha} \in H^{\text{pre}}_{\alpha \tau}(\tau)} w(h_{\alpha}) \quad (6)$$
$$\text{with} \quad r_{\alpha} = |H^{\text{pre}}_{\alpha \tau} \Delta H^{\text{post}}_{\tau}(\tau)|, \quad C_{O} \subseteq C := \text{query\_database}(H^{\text{pre}}_{\alpha \tau}(\tau)), \quad C_{\alpha} \subseteq C, \quad H^{\text{pre}}_{\alpha \tau}, \quad H^{\text{post}}_{\tau}(\tau) \subseteq H$$

To aggregate all partial solutions back to a solution for the original CSOP, another optimization problem has to be solved for finding the best combination of all partial solutions. Thereby, similar to the centralized solution defined in Section II-A, the amount of changed hardware modules shall be minimized while allocating resources to agents. The allocation itself again is subject to a set of constraints. Similar to the centralized CSOP, the hardware-constraint (8) as well as the task-covering-constraint (9) has to hold for a valid solution. In comparison to the centralized RAP, the complexity of the aggregation problem is heavily reduced. The payload-constraints of individual agents no longer have to be reviewed, as they are already taken into account in the proposal generation, c.f., (6). Moreover, the possible resource allocations for every agent are restricted to those covered by a proposal (propos-al-constraint, cf. (7)). This reduces the amount of combinations from $|A|^{|H|} \cdot |T|^{|A|}$ to $|T|^{|A|}$ for the aggregation problem. This problem can be defined as follows:

$$\min \quad \sum_{a \in A} r_{a}$$
$$\text{s. t.} \quad \forall t \in T, \exists a \in A : H^{\text{pre}}_{a \tau}(t) = H^{\text{post}}_{a}, \quad (7)$$
$$\forall a \neq b \in A : H^{\text{post}}_{a} \cap H^{\text{post}}_{b} = \emptyset, \quad (8)$$
$$\exists f : T \rightarrow A, \forall t \in T, C_t \subseteq C_{f(t)} \quad (9)$$
$$\text{with} \quad r_{a} = |H^{\text{pre}}_{a \tau} \Delta H^{\text{post}}_{\tau}|$$

The complexity of the decomposed approach for solving the RAP consequently is in $O(|T| \cdot 2^{|H|} + |T|^{|A|})$, adding up the complexity for generating proposals (done in parallel for all agents) with complexity of aggregating the proposals. Due to the decomposition and distributed calculation of partial problems it is not guaranteed that there is an optimal or even any solution for the aggregation problem. Some dependencies of the centralized CSOP are hidden for individual agents and considered the first time when aggregating the proposals, e.g., the hardware-constraint (resources might be allocated more often than once in different proposals). In Section III we propose an appropriate heuristic to reduce the occurrence of this dead-lock situations, among others.

III. SOLVING THE RAP WITH TRANSFORMRS

In order to solve the RAP, we introduce two different algorithmic approaches. The first approach implements the methodical procedure to solve the RAP centrally while the second does so distributively. Since distributed approaches can lead to dead-lock situations, we further present an integrated solution combining the aforementioned two approaches in order to mitigate this, which we call TRANSFORMRS (Task and Resource Allocation Strategy for Multi-Robot Systems). We assume that there are no communication issues, e.g., ensured by a reliable communication infrastructure and therefore each robot can always reach all other robots.

A. Solving the RAP centrally

The central algorithm for solving the RAP reconfiguration sequence for an ensemble with the size of $n$ robots (i.e., $|A|$ agents) is illustrated by the activity in Fig. 4. The left side of the illustration shows the role distribution of the entire ensemble within the resource allocation process. Here, any robot can adopt the role of the coordinator (upper part) while all other robots are participants (lower part). The right side points out the different activities for the coordinator and the participants in two separated, but interacting activity diagrams. When the need arises to re-allocate resources in the ensemble as a task allocation failed in advance (cf. Fig. 2), the ensemble autonomously initiates the adaption process. At first, the two roles must be determined. Since all robots are equal from a software perspective, every robot is able to adopt the role of the coordinator. The actual assignment is decided by an appropriate leader election algorithm [25] we do not focus on in this paper. After the coordinator has been elected, it collects the necessary data for solving the RAP. Since it is a centralized approach, we made the assumption that the current system configuration is known globally by every robot. The first component of this data collection is the information pertaining to individual robots, such as their current configuration and maximum load capacity, whereas the second component consists of the task requirements in terms of their required capabilities. After the required data collection

![Fig. 4. Activity for solving the resource allocation problem centrally. One robot adopts the role of the coordinator, calculates a new resource allocation for all $n$ participating robots, and informs them about the new system configuration. All other robots adopt the role of participants that realize the new system configuration. Task allocation and execution are not represented.](image-url)
is completed the coordinator centrally solves the Resource Allocation Problem (RAP) as defined in Section II-A. The overall solution contains the new configurations comprised of hardware modules, which the coordinator distributes to all available participants. As soon as the participant receives the message containing the new resource allocation, it analyzes it by comparing its current hardware configuration with the new configuration. Additionally, it saves the new (current) configuration of all other robots to keep the global knowledge consistent. Then it decides if a reconfiguration is necessary or not. If so, an actual reconfiguration is executed leading to change of hardware modules. Each robot is now equipped with new capabilities. If a robot already possesses the required hardware modules the reconfiguration is complete without any hardware modifications for this participant. The same process is performed on all participants involved in parallel. In a final step, all participants notify the coordinator that they have finished their own reconfiguration and the overall ensemble reconfiguration sequence is finished by the coordinator (not included in Fig. 4).

### B. Solving the RAP Distributively

Depending on the application scenario, the number of hardware modules, tasks, and agents can each be very large. To counteract this complexity, we propose to decompose the RAP, by calculating partial solutions and aggregating them in order to find the solution that most closely resembles the central solution as formalized in Section II-B. Analogously to Fig. 4 for the central approach, Fig. 5 is separated into the same two parts for the distributed approach. As the problem is solved using a market-based approach, we introduce additional roles for the auction. In addition to its usual role, the coordinator adopts the role of the auctioneer while the participants additionally become bidders. Just like in the central case, every robot can take on any role in principle, so first of all a leader election is performed to determine the roles. As mentioned in Section II-B, the objects up for auction are the tasks for which proposals containing the hardware modules that the bidder would like to allocate for each task are generated. To start the auction, the auctioneer sends a call for proposals which consists of the required tasks including their required capabilities. After receiving the call for proposals the bidder analyzes it and collects the pertinent information. This entails information on all existing available hardware in the system (but not its current allocation), the individual robot’s maximum payload as well as other local dependencies, e.g., between hardware types and capabilities. As soon as all required information has been collected, the bidder calculates a bid based on its local knowledge by solving the CSOP for proposals in Section II-B for every task of the RAP and sums up as a single proposal that is sent to the auctioneer. Each bid contains the hardware modules that the bidder would like to employ for the associated task i.e., a partial resource allocation as a partial solution of the RAP. These steps are carried similarly out by all other bidders. Once the auctioneer has received all proposals it aggregates all these partial solutions of the RAP back to a complete solution by solving the aggregating CSOP of Section II-B. All bidders are notified by sending a message with the new configuration, this time only containing the accepted bid including the participants’ new hardware configuration instead of the whole new system configuration as needed in the central approach. From this step on, the activity follows the same procedure as in the centralized approach.

### C. Integrated Solution: TRANSFORMRS

As described in Section II-B, each robot only considers its own configuration and available hardware modules when solving the partial RAP distributively, instead of considering all changes by other robots when minimizing the amount of hardware reconfigurations. Due to this decomposition, some dependencies of the centralized CSOP are not apparent to the individual robot, e.g., specific hardware modules might be allocated more often than once in different proposals (hardware-constraint). As soon as the partial solutions are aggregated, it is possible that no solution can be found and a dead-lock situation occurs. We circumvent this problem by requesting more than one proposal from every bidder, each of them unique concerning the requested hardware for a specific task to increase the number of possible allocations. In order to enable submission of multiple bids for the same task, bids of declining cost-effectiveness concerning \( r_{\alpha} \) (\( \alpha \)-best) must be calculated.

The first proposal thus contains the best local solution, in which as little as possible plugging and unplugging processes take place. The second proposal represents the second best, locally calculated solution and so on. To allow all bidders to submit more than one proposal, the auctioneer additionally sends the desired number of proposals (\( k \)). Depending on \( k \), the bidder calculates up to \( k \) proposals which are then sent to the auctioneer in the next step. The sequence follows the same procedure as described in the distributed approach. As
IV. EVALUATION

In our evaluation we want to examine our approaches from Section III and compare them under different conditions. Therefore, we are interested in analyzing relevant properties of the central approach (CA, cf. Section III-A) and the distributed approach (DA, cf. Section III-B) concerning 1) the total time consumed for computing a new resource allocation, 2) the quality of a solution concerning needed hardware changes (cf. \( \sum_{a \in A} r_a \) in Section II-A), and 3) the success rate, i.e., how often is a solution to the RAP found. TRANSFORMRS introduced in Section III-C is not subject to the comparison as it combines the aforementioned CA and DA in a promising way. Instead, we investigate on our k-best heuristic for improving success rate and quality. We state the following hypotheses we want to verify in the following:

- **\( H_1 \)**) DA outperforms CA in terms of computation time needed, especially with increasing problem size.
- **\( H_2 \)**) The quality of solutions calculated by DA is equal to that calculated by CA.
- **\( H_3 \)**) The success rate of DA is higher than that of the CA within a defined time limit.
- **\( H_4 \)**) Increasing \( k \) in our k-best heuristic increases success rate and solution quality of TRANSFORMRS.

A. Testbed

For both CA and DA we define a maximum timeout for calculating valid solutions of 300 seconds, justified by the fact that we are deploying our implementation to real robots where immense timeouts are undesirable. This timeout is of high relevance for measuring the success rate as we only accept those solutions as valid ones that where calculated before it. The success rate also is influenced by the way we create our evaluation scenarios. As we do not evaluate our algorithms integrated with the rest of our system but as a modularized component we decided to determine initial conditions (i.e., agent and hardware properties as well as task requirements) randomly but equal for comparative evaluations. This of course does not guarantee that in general there is a valid solution for every initial configuration (cf. Section III) which is undesirable for our comparative evaluations. Therefore, we are not able to evaluate the results from our approaches to a “ground-truth” but only against each other. That means that for a given initial condition we say a RAP is solvable if and only if one of our approaches (including all heuristics) is able to find a solution within the allowed time frame.\(^2\) While according to this, the number of total runs performed per configuration differs (cf. Table I), we ensured to have at least 100 valid runs per problem size (except for one) to achieve significant results. The problem size is determined by the number of participating agents \( |A| \), the number of tasks \( |T| \) defining the resource requirements, the number of capabilities \( |C| \) a task can require, and the number of hardware modules \( |H| \), randomly instantiated of different types (i.e., providing different capabilities). For identifying the incremental effect on the properties we investigate in hypothesis \( H_3 \) - \( H_4 \), we systematically increase each of these parameters and create an evaluation run for every reasonable parameter combination. To reduce complexity in our evaluations, we restrict our MRTA to SR-ST. Consequently, e.g., combinations containing \(|T| > |A|\) or \(|T| > |H|\) are excluded. We iteratively increase the problem size in terms of \(|A|\), \(|T|\), and \(|C|\) in steps of 2 in [2, 10] (the limit of 10 assures feasibility also for mobile hardware while still being adequate for our problem domain) while keeping \(|H| = 10\) (to assure there are enough modules for the requirements). To support our hypothesis, we perform paired t-tests (one- or two-sided, where indicated) for normally distributed populations, respectively Mann-Whitney-U tests for non-normal distributed ones. To verify the (non-)normal-distribution we perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The evaluations for Section IV-B were executed on high-performance server hardware (16 core @3GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM), evaluations for Section IV-C were executed on the same hardware as well as on single-board computers (ODROID-XU4) we usually use to control our mobile robots. To find solutions for the RAP (cf. Section II), we use Gecode as a solver for the CSOPs which we modeled with MiniZinc.\(^3\) We do not take into account messaging overhead in our run time measurements (CA needs \(|A|\) messages, DA \(3 \cdot |A|\)).

B. Results

To support our hypotheses \( H_1 \) - \( H_4 \) we compare results achieved from CA with that of the DA with \( k = 1 \) (cf. Table I, columns labeled with \( k = 1 \)), while for supporting \( H_4 \) we investigate in columns with \( k = 2 \) and \( k = 3 \) also. In Table I, problem sizes are encoded as, e.g., 10:8:6:4 for \(|A| = 10\), \(|H| = 8\), \(|T| = 6\), \(|C| = 4\). We further classify the problem sizes by selecting one of these parameters (\( A,H,T,C \)) to be either set to a great or low number and whether the problem size defined by the other parameters is small or big\(^4\), e.g., analyzing the parameter agents (\( A \)) set to a low (\( L = 4 \)) size.

\(^2\)The ground-truth cannot be determined otherwise as this would need the central solver to either prove a CSOP to be solvable or insolvable which often cannot be computed in adequate time as the problem itself is NP-hard [21].


\(^4\)Small / big: We set other parameters to the lowest / highest possible values.
while other parameters define a big ($B = |A|:10^4:4:4$) problem is abbreviated as ABL.

Investigating $H_1$: To support our hypothesis we compare run times for different problem sizes presented in Table I where we increase the parameter under observation from low to great and the problem size from small to big respectively. For achieving a fair comparison, we neglect results originating from initial conditions where DA determines that there is no valid solution.\(^5\) In small configurations CA outperforms DA in every configuration significantly when the parameter of relevance is set to low (e.g., ASL: CA needs 172ms, DA needs 426ms, $p = 7.1 \cdot 10^{-215}$, or HSL: $c = 125$ms, $d = 384$ms, $p = 0.0$). This is due to the natural overhead (proposal generation and aggregation) DA suffers from and CA does not. When increasing to the respective great problem, this relation is reversed completely. While run time for CA increases from ASL to ASG with factor 8.25 DA increases only with factor 1.47. The same relation holds for CSG to CGS (for CA with factor 107.43, for DA with factor 1.38) and also for TSL to TSG (CA with factor 720.34, DA with factor 2.74). Thus, in these great configurations DA outperforms CA significantly. Only when increasing $|H|$ from HSL to HSG has less influence on CA’s runtime (factor 1.38, factor for DA is 1.11, cf. ASL). In big problems CA’s performance is even worse and already close to the calculation limit within our time out (we consider timed out runs with 300s in the average calculation which is an underestimation). While low numbers for $|A|$ (ABL needs 2.20s), $|T|$ (TBL needs 12.91s) and $|H|$ (HBL needs 45.13s) are still feasible within our time

\(^5\)As those situations are uncovered very quickly, results would be falsified in terms of reducing the mean run time of DA while increasing that of the CA. This also explains varying average run times for CA in Table I for $k = 1, 2, 3$ limit (cf. CA in Fig. 7 left), increasing the parameter of interest to great (cf. CA in Fig. 7 right) leads to impractical run times of 258, 74s in ABG (factor 117.5), 300, 385s in TBG (factor 25.2), and 258, 74s in HBG (factor 5.73). For $|C|$ increasing from CBL to CBG seems to not have that huge influence on run time (factor 1.38) but this is only due to the time out restriction and the already high run time for CBL (212.58s) and thus run times for CBL and CBG are impractical (cf. Fig. 7). Like in small problems DA again is very robust against increasing from low to great in big problems for almost all parameters. The biggest increase in run time is caused by $|T|$ (from TBL with 699ms to TBG with 1715ms, factor 2.45), but for all problem sizes the distributed approach’s run time is below 2000ms thus significantly lower than CA for all big problems in Table I. We see that especially with increasing the problem size, the DA outperforms CA by orders of magnitude significantly (Cohens’s d test results in values from 258k – 300k in big problems in Table I) and thus $H_1$ holds. This is also true for all problems bigger than $|A| \geq 6, |H| \geq 6, |T| \geq 4, |C| \geq 4$ where we see a mean run time for CA vs. DA of 1016s (3192s) to 575s (166s) which is significant ($p = 2.30 \cdot 10^{-3}$).

Investigating $H_2$: To support $H_2$, we compare the results from different problem sizes. Again, we want to perform fair comparisons and thus only consider results originating from initial conditions where both approaches achieved a valid solution. By analyzing our results in Table I, we can not find any significant difference between CA and DA (all data sets are normally distributed, so we use t-tests). Differences occurring in ABL ($p = 0.35$), HBL ($p = 0.84$), and CSG ($p = 0.94$) are only by chance. Thus, we find that if DA achieves a solution its quality is equal to that CA would have found and $H_2$ holds.
For generalizing this statement, we also evaluated further problem sizes but never identified a significant difference (lowest confidence but not rejected for $48/22/2$ with $c = 0.73$, $d = 0.86$, $p = 0.11$, as we test for equality here).

**Investigating $H_4$:** To measure the success rate we only consider those runs performed on initial conditions where we definitely know a valid solution exists (cf. Section IV-A). In Table I within columns success the rate is given as ratio calculated by the total amount of solutions found by an approach divided by the number of total runs in the first column. In the second column, the improvement to the approach to the left is given in absolute numbers (+ indicates that, e.g., DA found solutions where CA did not and – vice versa) and in relative numbers. For small problem sizes, we see that CA is capable of finding valid solutions in almost every run, indicated by a success rate of 1 (we only see minor drop outs with 0.91 in TSG and 0.97 in CSG and CBL). Compared to this, DA achieves a much more diverse spread success rate, ranging from 0.03 in TSG (where the central approach achieves 0.91) to 0.92 in TBL (central achieves 0.97 here). With a look on improvement from CA to DA in small problems, on the one hand the biggest improvement can be seen in CSG, where DA solves 33 problems CA could not, while there are 213 problems that on the other hand can not be solved. For all small problems the improvement concerning DA over CA is below 1.0. This indicates, that for small problem sizes $H_4$ must be rejected. In big problem sizes this is not longer the case, as the CA can not hold its success rate. It especially suffers from increasing $|A|$, respectively $|H|$. While the success rate is still 1.0 for ABL and 0.96 in HBL, it drops to 0.21 in ABG / HBG). The same effect can be seen concerning $|C|$. From 0.4 for CBL the success rate drops to 0.05 in CBG. In contrast, DA is not influenced that hard by switching from low to great in big problems. The biggest drop can be seen from TBL with 0.92 to TBG with 0.59, which obviously is a very hard problem when taking into account that CA only succeeds with a rate of 0.06. For ABL the success rate of 0.34 (and for HBL 0.34 respectively) does not drop but increases instead in ABG / HBG to 0.73 which compared to the CA is an improvement of $+168/−26$ in absolute numbers (i.e., 349%). The same can be seen for CBL with an improvement from 0.73 to CBG with 0.83 where especially the improvement from CA to DA of $+224/−5$ (i.e., 1560%) is remarkable. This effect can be lead back to the increased flexibility through an increased amount of proposals in ABL / ABG and to the reduced chance for resource conflicts in HBL / HBG.

To support our hypothesis we made some further evaluations including all other combinations in big problems to get a general statement where we compare the success rate of the CA to DA. The results is that the overall average success rate for CA is 0.04, for DA 0.6, which is a significant difference ($p = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-6}$) and thus $H_3$ holds for big problems in general (like in Table I we define big problems as $|A| = 10$, $|H| = 10$, $|T| \geq 4$, $|C| \geq 4$).

**Investigating $H_4$:** We see, that the success rate is very diversely influenced from increasing $k$ in our k-best algorithm. On the one hand, Table I shows that increasing $k$ from 1 to 2 has a positive effect especially in small problems. For ASL, e.g., we see an improvement from 0.7 to 0.86 with 29 additional (0 less) problems solved or even more in TSG (from 0.03 to 0.29) or HSL (0.62 to 0.82). But also in big problems $k = 2$ improves success rate in certain configurations, e.g., in ABL from 0.34 to 0.64 and in HBL from 0.34 to 0.78. On the other hand, we also see heavily decreasing success rates, e.g., in ABG (from 0.73 to 0.58) or CBL (from 0.73 to 0.39). This drop effect is due to the increased combinatorial problem of aggregating partial problems which often is not possible within the time-out (we see, e.g., in CBL the mean run time of $k = 2$ compared to $k = 3$ increases from less than 1s to 110s and a standard deviation of 108s). Increasing $k = 2$ to $k = 3$ does not seem to bring any benefit, again due to heavily increased run times preventing a solution to be determined before the time out. Some problems are even worse handled by $k = 3$ compared to $k = 2$, e.g., for CBL we see a drop in success rate from 0.39 to 0.18 with a total of 66 less solved problems. For all problem sizes included in Table I we can not find any significant improvement from $k = 1$ to $k = 2$ nor from $k = 2$ to $k = 3$ concerning solution quality, but in contrast see an increased amount of needed reconfigurations (this still holds for all other evaluated problem sizes). Thus $H_4$ only partially holds concerning success rate and has to be rejected for quality improvements. Consequently, for TRANSFORMRS a portfolio approach for selecting the appropriate size of $k$ for specific problem sizes.

**C. Further Results**

To validate real world applicability, we further evaluate 1) the scalability of DA in problem sizes similar to that described in Section I and 2) the deployment on robot hardware.

---

6 There is still a significant difference for $|A| \geq 8$, $|H| \geq 6$, $|T| \geq 4$, $|C| \geq 4$ with CA (0.24) vs. DA (0.48) with ($p = 5.2 \cdot 10^{-6}$). Reducing $|A|$ to 6 seems to be the cutting point (CA 0.43 vs. DA 0.42) with ($p = 0.84$).
problem of resource allocation. Also the idea of a distributed, it is rather more common for solving the task allocation problem [17], [26] than the resource allocation problem [21], especially in multi-robot systems. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to solve the resource allocation problem in a multi-robot scenario for re-allocating robot capabilities, i.e., solving the RAP with limited, indivisible, not sharable, allocation online in a distributed, market-based fashion. The resource allocation problem first of all is classified by the type and characteristics of resources that are subject to the allocation. Following the classification of [21], resources can be continuous or discrete, divisible or indivisible, sharable or not sharable, static or dynamic, and single-unit or multi-unit. Approaches for distributed resource allocation in multi-resources like energy [12], [27]. In that domain, the demanded amount of energy is the resource that shall be allocated to energy producers with the goal to optimally allocate the whole resource available. While this is a completely different optimization goal like the one we examine in this paper, [12] and [27] also use market-based, distributed mechanisms to allocate resources, which is possible in general when dealing with divisible resources [28]. Other approaches define the allocation of computational load needed to handle a computing task as resource allocation problem [29]. The goal of these approaches is to solve the resource allocation problem by minimizing the time needed to calculate a task and thereby is an instance of the resource scheduling problem [30], differentiating it from our resource allocation problem. Another research field that tackles the problem of resource allocation is the one of cloud networked robotics [31]. The resource to be allocated is either the bandwidth, i.e., the network the robots work in [32] or the robots themselves that can be allocated by other agents or humans [33]. When resource allocation and multi robot systems come up together in literature, often a task allocation problem is expressed as an resource allocation problem. In [34], e.g., a routing problem is defined as resource allocation problem on goal destinations that should only be visited once (tasks) while keeping the needed resources minimal. The term of self-reconfiguring robots up to now basically was used for a field of research investigating in algorithms for optimal, efficient re-shaping (e.g., snake-bot [35]), and self-assembly [36], most often focusing on mechanical connections of the robot modules [37]. In comparison to the robots empowered with self-reconfiguration abilities, that delivering certain capabilities in these approaches are limited in their actual usage in real world applications. The way we think of self-reconfiguration in terms of hardware exchanges for robots to achieve new capabilities was investigated very sparse up to now. In Preece et al. [38] robots can be equipped with different hardware for different tasks. In contrast to our approach, the allocation of resources is done centrally and offline by querying a static ontology that defines which capabilities are needed for certain tasks. Our system in comparison is designed to react to changed task requirements at run-time. Moreover, Preece et al. [38] only use unary relationships between hardware modules and capabilities, while our approach can exploit any relationship between these two.

V. RELATED WORK

Several approaches already deal with the commonly known problem of resource allocation. Also the idea of a distributed, i.e., market-based problem solving is widely known, however it is rather more common for solving the task allocation problem [17], [26] than the resource allocation problem [21], especially in multi-robot systems. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to solve the resource allocation problem in a multi-robot scenario for re-allocating robot capabilities, i.e., solving the RAP with limited, indivisible, not sharable, static, and multi-unit resources and actually execute the re-allocation online in a distributed, market-based fashion. The resource allocation problem first of all is classified by the type and characteristics of resources that are subject to the allocation. Following the classification of [21], resources can be continuous or discrete, divisible or indivisible, sharable or not sharable, static or dynamic, and single-unit or multi-unit. Approaches for distributed resource allocation in multi-agent systems typically deal with divisible and not sharable resources like energy [12], [27]. In that domain, the demanded amount of energy is the resource that shall be allocated to energy producers with the goal to optimally allocate the whole resource available. While this is a completely different optimization goal like the one we examine in this paper, [12] and [27] also use market-based, distributed mechanisms to allocate resources, which is possible in general when dealing with divisible resources [28]. Other approaches define the allocation of computational load needed to handle a computing task as resource allocation problem [29]. The goal of these approaches is to solve the resource allocation problem by minimizing the time needed to calculate a task and thereby is an instance of the resource scheduling problem [30], differentiating it from our resource allocation problem. Another research field that tackles the problem of resource allocation is the one of cloud networked robotics [31]. The resource to be allocated...
from heterogeneous geometric designs, that can easily be integrated in our current model. We expect that these will even emphasize more the advantages of our distributed approach which we detected in Section IV when increasing the problem size. Further, we already achieved some first results concerning the real world implementation of our robots equipped with the ability to autonomously reconfigure their capabilities that we plan to investigate in more in the near future. Also, we are already developing algorithms for robust execution of tasks.
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